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Abstract  20 

There is a growing interest in developing new molecular markers of heart disease in 21 

young Cavalier King Charles Spaniels affected by myxomatous mitral valve disease. The aim 22 

of the study was to measure the abundance of 3 circulating microRNAs and their application as 23 

potential biomarkers in the plasma of Cavalier King Charles Spaniels with early asymptomatic 24 

myxomatous mitral valve disease. 33 dogs affected by the disease in American College of 25 

Veterinary Internal Medicine (ACVIM) stage B1 were divided in three groups (11 younger than 26 

3 years, 11 older than 3 years and younger than 7 years, and 11 older than 7 years), and 11 27 

healthy (ACVIM stage A) Cavalier King Charles Spaniels were included as the control group. 28 

This is a prospective cross-sectional study. The abundance of three circulating microRNAs 29 

(miR-1-3p, miR30b-5p, and miR-128-3p) was measured by quantitative real-time PCR using 30 

TaqMan® probes. Diagnostic performance was evaluated by calculating the area under the 31 

receiver operating curve (AUC). miR-30b-5p was significantly higher in ACVIM B1 dogs 32 

compared to ACVIM A subjects, and the area under the receiver operating curve was 0.79. 33 

According to the age of dogs, the abundance of miR-30b-5p was statistically significantly 34 

higher in group B1<3y (2.3 folds, P = 0.034), B1 3-7y (2.2 folds, P = 0.028), and B1>7y (2.7 35 

folds, P = 0.018) than in group A. The area under the receiver operating curves were fair in 36 

discriminating between group B1<3y and group A (AUC 0.780), between B1 3-7y and A (AUC 37 

0.78), and good in discriminating between group B1>7y and A (AUC 0.822). miR-30b-5p 38 

changed in the plasma of dogs at the asymptomatic stage of disease, particularly at a young age.  39 

Introduction  40 

Myxomatous mitral valve disease (MMVD) is a cardiovascular disease affecting dogs, 41 

which progress from mitral regurgitation (MR) to eventually heart failure. The disease causes 42 
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about 10% of all the deaths in this species [1]. Although MMVD seems to be a genetic disorder, 43 

a mutation has not yet been identified [2]. The incidence is age-related and is particularly high 44 

in some breeds such as the Cavalier King Charles Spaniel (CKCS). In fact, half of the CKCSs 45 

are estimated to be affected by MMVD at the age of 6-7, while at 10 years of age almost all of 46 

them are [1,3-5]. Evidence from highly susceptible breeds such as CKCS and Dachshund shows 47 

a strong inherited component to the disease and suggests a polygenic inheritance [2,6,7]. Due 48 

to the lack of early signs, symptoms, and predictive biomarkers, early diagnosis is difficult. 49 

Identifying reliable specific biomarkers is desirable, especially for screening and breeding 50 

programs. In human medicine, microRNAs (miRNAs) are potentially suitable markers of 51 

cardiovascular diseases [8,9]. miRNAs exert their function by repressing the translation of 52 

target genes, and by regulating protein production through different mechanisms in several 53 

pathophysiological conditions, including myocardial infarction, hypertrophy, fibrosis, and 54 

inflammation. MiRNAs can be secreted into extracellular fluids, including plasma and serum, 55 

within vesicles, such as exosomes, or in conjunction with lipoproteins and RNA-binding 56 

proteins, namely Argonaute (AGO). By doing so, they are relatively stable even under tough 57 

conditions such as long-time storage at room temperature, and low or high pH [10-14]. Aberrant 58 

expression of miRNAs is associated with several human and veterinary disorders, including 59 

cancer and heart diseases [15-22]. The dysregulation of circulating miRNAs was previously 60 

investigated also in MMVD-affected dogs following different approaches, including 61 

quantitative real-time PCR (RT-qPCR), microarray, and next-generation sequencing (NGS) 62 

[23-28]. Most of the dogs enrolled in these studies were classified following American College 63 

of Veterinary Internal Medicine (ACVIM) guidelines as stage C and D, while only one study 64 

performed analysis also on dogs older than 8 years in ACVIM stages B1 and B2 [26-29]. 65 

The present study aimed at improving MMVD assessment in CKCSs at the 66 

asymptomatic ACVIM stage B1 by ascertaining how three miRNAs, previously associated with 67 
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MMVD, are modulated in the plasma of CKCSs divided according to their age at the time of 68 

diagnosis (younger than 3 years, between 3 and 7 years, and older than 7 years). Thereby, 69 

miRNAs are investigated for their potential use as biomarkers to identify asymptomatic dogs 70 

in ACVIM stage B1. The decision to focus the study on this ACVIM class was driven by the 71 

fact that these dogs are most subjected to breed screening, and therefore are targeted as potential 72 

breeders. An early diagnosis of MMVD is only achievable through echocardiographic 73 

examination. However, the disease goes undetected in subjects that have no clinical signs and 74 

that do not present heart murmurs at the clinic visit. Currently, there are no tests available to 75 

outline the evolution of this disease in the CKCS, therefore the aim of this study is to cover this 76 

gap by investigating miRNAs as potential biomarkes for early diagnosis of MMVD. Highlight 77 

the risk of the development of the disease at an earlier stage will favour a preventive screening 78 

and a mitigating therapeutical approach. 79 

Material and methods  80 

Clinical and echocardiographic examinations 81 

The study included 44 owned CKCSs visited at the Cardiology Unit of the Department 82 

of Veterinary Medicine, University of Milan, between May 2019 and July 2020. Informed 83 

consent was signed by the owners, according to the ethical committee statement of the 84 

University of Milan, number 2/2016, and a high standard of care was provided throughout each 85 

examination. 86 

During a routine veterinary visit, a cardiological evaluation was performed in dogs fasted for at 87 

least 12 hours. The clinical data of the animals included animal history, and clinical and 88 

echocardiographic examinations. The cardiovascular system was evaluated by checking the 89 

presence/absence of murmurs by two different well-trained operators, respectively a third year 90 
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PhD student in cardiology and a professor with more than twenty years of practice in clinical 91 

veterinary cardiology (MB and PGB). The evaluated auscultatory findings included 92 

presence/absence, timing, and intensity of the murmur (0 = absent; 1 = I-II/VI left apical systolic 93 

or soft; 2 = III-IV/VI bilateral systolic or moderate and loud respectively; 3 = V-VI/VI bilateral 94 

systolic or palpable) [30]. Blood pressure was indirectly measured with a Doppler method 95 

according to the ACVIM consensus statement [31,32]. Peripheral venous blood sampling was 96 

performed at the end of the examination. Blood was collected from the jugular or cephalic vein 97 

in two 2.5-mL EDTA tubes. 98 

The echocardiographic exam was used to diagnose MMVD. A standard transthoracic 99 

echocardiographic examination was performed with My Lab50 Gold Cardiovascular ultrasound 100 

machine (Esaote, Genova, Italy), equipped with multi-frequency phased array probes (3.5-5 101 

and 7.5-10 MHz), chosen according to the weight of the subject. Videoclips were acquired and 102 

stored using the echo machine software for offline measurements. The exam was performed by 103 

a certified cardiologist (MB) according to a standard procedure with concurrent continuous 104 

electrocardiographic monitoring [33]. All examinations were performed without 105 

pharmacological restraint. Dogs were classified according to the ACVIM classification scheme 106 

[29].  107 

Inclusion criteria for dogs in the clinically normal group (ACVIM A) were: no 108 

echocardiographic evidence of heart disease, no clinical signs, no abnormalities on results of a 109 

complete blood count and biochemical analyses, and no history of medical treatment within the 110 

previous 6 months. Inclusion criteria for dogs with MMVD at stage B1 were: echocardiographic 111 

evidence of a thickened or prolapsed mitral valve and mitral valve regurgitation, no evidence 112 

of left atrial dilatation, defined as a left atrial-to-aortic root ratio (LA/Ao) <1.6 on 2-dimensional 113 

echocardiography, and no left ventricle dilation, defined as left ventricular normalized 114 

dimensions in diastole (LVIDdN) <1.7. Dogs that presented left atrial and/or ventricular 115 
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remodeling, but not severe enough to meet the current guidelines criteria for ACVIM class B2, 116 

were also included [29]. The degree of MR (jet size) was assessed using color Doppler and 117 

calculating the maximal ratio of the regurgitant jet area signal to the left atrium area (ARJ/LAA 118 

ratio) [34]. The regurgitant jet size was estimated as the percentage of the left atrial area (to the 119 

nearest 5%) that was occupied by the larger jet, and it was considered as trivial or trace (<10%), 120 

mild (between 10 and 30%), moderate (between 30 and 70%) or severe (>70%) [34,35]. Mitral 121 

regurgitation was considered as trivial when the regurgitant jet was not detectable in all systolic 122 

events, while it was considered as trace when it was always visible [35].  Four groups of 11 123 

client-owned dogs were included in the present study: group A, or heathy control, group B1<3 124 

with dogs younger than 3 years; group B1 3-7, with dogs older than 3 years and younger than 125 

7 years, and B1>7 with dogs older than 7 years [36,37]. 126 

Dogs with asymptomatic MMVD and cardiac remodeling (ACVIM stages B2), dogs with 127 

symptomatic MMVD (ACVIM stages C and D), or with other systemic diseases such as 128 

systemic hypertension, uncontrolled hypothyroidism, hyperadrenocorticism, primary 129 

pulmonary hypertension, neoplasia, and other cardiac abnormalities such as dilated 130 

cardiomyopathy, congenital cardiac abnormalities, endocarditis, and severe arrhythmia were 131 

excluded from the study.  132 

Small RNA isolation and RT-qPCR quantification 133 

Blood samples for small RNA isolation were collected in 2.5 ml EDTA-K3 tubes. 134 

Within 2 hours, the samples were centrifuged at 800 g for 15 minutes. Plasma was stored at –135 

80°C until RNA isolation.  136 

Small RNA was extracted using the miRNeasy Serum/Plasma Kit (Qiagen, catalogue number 137 

217184, Milan, Italy). An aliquot of 150 µL of plasma per sample was thawed on ice, and 138 

centrifuged at 3000 × g for 5 min at 4°C. RNA was extracted using miRNeasy Serum/Plasma 139 
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Kits (Qiagen, Cat. No. 217184, Milano, Italy) following the manufacturer’s instructions. One 140 

mL of Qiazol (Qiagen) was added to an aliquot of 150 μl of plasma per sample. After incubation 141 

at room temperature for 5 min, 25 fmol of the exogenous synthetic spike-in control 142 

Caenorhabditis elegans miRNA cel-miR-39 (Qiagen, Cat. No. 219610) was spiked into 143 

samples at the beginning of the extraction procedure to check both the extraction of miRNAs 144 

and the efficiency of the cDNA synthesis. RNA extraction was then carried out according to 145 

the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA yield, as well as successful RNA purification without 146 

contaminations of proteins or residues from the isolation procedure, is was assayed using 1 μl 147 

of eluted RNA applied to a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer. The 260/280 nm ratio was 148 

between 1.8 and 2.2 for all RNA samples, and the range of 260/230 nm ratio was from 2.0 to 149 

2.2 according to MIQE guidelines [38,39]. To obtain cDNA, reverse transcription was 150 

performed on 10 ng of total RNA using a TaqMan Advanced miRNA cDNA Synthesis Kit (Cat. 151 

No. A28007, Applied Biosystems) following the manufacturer’s instructions. 152 

RT-qPCR was performed following the MIQE guidelines [38,39]. The small RNA TaqMan 153 

assays were performed according to the manufacturer's instructions using the selected 154 

primer/probe assays (ThermoFisher Scientific), which are also specific for canine miRNAs, 155 

including: cel-miR-39-3p (assay ID 478293_mir); miR-1-3p (assay ID 477820_mir) [28]; miR-156 

30b-5p (assay ID 478007_mir) [40]; miR-128-3p (assay ID mmu480912_mir) [28]. The 157 

reference miRNA was miR-16-5p (assay ID rno481312_mir). Quantitation was performed on 158 

15 µl in a CFX Connect Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad) using 7.5 μl of 2X 159 

TaqMan Fast Advanced Master Mix (Cat. No. 4444557), 0.75 μl of miRNA specific TaqMan 160 

Advanced assay reagent (20X), 1 μl of cDNA, and water to make up the remaining volume. 161 

The thermal cycling profile was as follows: 50°C for 2 min, 95°C for 3 min, 40 cycles at 95°C 162 

for 15 s and 60°C for 40 s. No-RT controls and no-template controls were included. MicroRNA 163 

expressions are presented in terms of fold change normalized to miR-16 as reference miRNA, 164 
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and sample A as reference sample using the formula 2−ΔΔCq on Bio-Rad CFX Maestro Software 165 

[39]. 166 

Statistical analysis  167 

Statistical analysis was performed using XLStat software for Windows (Addinsoft, New 168 

York, USA). Data were tested for normality using the Shapiro–Wilk test; when the data were 169 

not normally distributed, the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test was applied. Receiver 170 

operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed and the area under the ROC curve was 171 

considered as a measure of the diagnostic accuracy using the definition suggested by Šimundić 172 

in 2009 [41]. The diagnostic value was calculated for miRNA  that showed significant 173 

differential expression in the canine blood. Statistical significance was accepted at a P value 174 

≤ 0.05 and all the significance values were adjusted according to the Bonferroni post-hoc 175 

correction. 176 

Results 177 

Demographics and characteristics of study subjects  178 

The median age of the 44 included CKCSs was 3.3 years (IQR25-75 1.81-6.99), and the 179 

median body weight was 8.1 Kg (IQR25-75 7.48-9.68). 14 subjects (31.82%) were males, and 30 180 

(68.18%) were females. Study population characteristics (clinical and echocardiographic data), 181 

grouped according to the ACVIM classes, and, for the B1 class, to the age at the time of MMVD 182 

diagnosis, are shown in Table 1. Weight was lower in B1<3 (P = 0.040) and A (P = 0.029) 183 

subjects compared with the B1>7 group, whereas echocardiographic variables were not 184 

statistically different among age groups (P > 0.05). 185 
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Table 1. Clinical and echocardiographic data of all included CKCSs divided according to ACVIM classification scheme and age at the time of the 186 

MMVD diagnosis for subjects belonging to ACVIM stage B1. 187 

 Overall population A B1<3 B1 3-7 B1>7 

Number of 

dogs 44 11 11 11 11 

Sex 

30F (8NF) 

14M 

8F (1NF) 

3M 

6F 

5M 

6F (1 NF) 

5M 

10F (6 NF) 

1M 

Age (years) 3.30 (1.81-6.99) 1.96 (1.73-2.88) 1.52 (1.07-2.21) 3.88 (3.49-4.30) 8.14 (7.66-8.68) 

Weight (kg) 8.10 (7.48-9.68) 7.75 (7.25-7.95) a 7.80 (6.83-8.00) a 9.40 (7.63-9.88) 10.00 (9.35-10.40) 

SBP (mmHg) 135 (110-145) 125 (115-135) 130 (120-140) 130 (120-140) 140 (125-150) 

Murmur 

29 grade 0 

10 grade 1 

5 grade 2 11 grade 0 

10 grade 0 

1 grade 1 

8 grade 0 

3 grade 1 

6 grade 1 

5 grade 2 

Regurgitant 

jet size 

11 grade 0 

5 grade 1 

8 grade 2 11 grade 0 

5 grade 1 

6 grade 2 

2 grade 2 

9 grade 3 

6 grade 3 

5 grade 4 
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15 grade 3 

5 grade 4 

ESVI ml/m2 17.95 (14.55-25.93) 16.60 (11.19-17.95) 16.69 (14.73-21.67) 19.48 (15.73-26.03) 22.15 (17.29-27.93) 

EDVI ml/m2 56.15 (48.28-71.91) 50.50 (45.54-61.87) 51.99 (41.97-62.64) 56.38 (52.42-85.29) 68.40 (58.98-76.59) 

LA/Ao 1.15 (1.08-1.26) 1.21 (1.09-1.36) 1.08 (1.02-1.20) 1.17 (1.12-1.19) 1.15 (1.08-1.29) 

E (m/s) 0.73 (0.66-0.80) 0.76 (0.71-0.84) 0.68 (0.61-0.79) 0.70 (0.67-0.75) 0.68 (0.67-0.81) 

E/A 1.30 (1.18-1.43) 1.29 (1.21-1.37) 1.47 (1.36-1.60) 1.21 (1.16-1.45) 1.22 (0.99-1.34) 

EF (%) 67 (58-73) 67 (62-77) 62 (59-70) 68 (57-74) 67 (57-71) 

FS (%) 35 (30-40) 35 (32-43) 31 (30-38) 36 (29-41) 37 (28-39) 

LVIDas 0.84 (0.77-0.95) 0.82 (0.70-0.84) 0.82 (0.78-0.90) 0.87 (0.79-0.96) 0.90 (0.81-0.98) 

LVIDad 1.36 (1-29-1.51) 1.31 (1.26-1.42) 1.33 (1.22-1.43) 1.37 (1.33-1.62) 1.48 (1.40-1.55) 

 188 

E = E wave velocity; E/A = E and A waves ratio; EDVI = end diastolic volume index; EF = ejection fraction; ESVI = end systolic volume index;  189 

FS = shortening fraction; LA/Ao = left atrium to aortic root ratio; LVIDad = left ventricular normalized dimensions in diastole; LVIDas = left 190 

ventricular normalized dimensions in systole; Murmur = left systolic heart murmur intensity: 0 = absent, 1 = I-II/VI left apical systolic, or soft, 2 191 
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= III-IV/VI bilateral systolic, or moderate and loud; Sex: F = female, NF = neutered female, M = male; SBP = systemic blood pressure; 192 

Regurgitant jet size: 0 = absent, 1 = trivial, 2 = trace, 3 = mild, 4 = moderate. 193 

All data are expressed as median and IQR25-75 ranges. 194 

aValues within a row differ significantly at P < 0.05 from B1>7 subjects.195 
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miR-30b-5p is differentially expressed in MMVD-affected dogs 196 

Small RNA was extracted from plasma, and the spike-in cel-miR-39 was quantified in 197 

all collected samples exhibiting a mean Cq of 26.09 (SD 1.13). Three miRNAs, namely miR-198 

1-3p, miR-30b-5p, and miR-128-3p, were detected in all plasma samples (Figs 1A-F). The 199 

comparative analysis demonstrated that one miRNA, namely miR-30b-5p, had a significant 200 

differential abundance in the plasma of MMVD-affected dogs compared to the healthy group. 201 

In detail, the abundance of miR-30b-5p increased 2.4 folds (P = 0.006) in group B1 compared 202 

to group A (Fig 1B). When group B1 was further split according to the age of dogs, the 203 

expression of miR-30b-5p remained significantly higher (Fig 1E): group B1<3 (2.3 folds P = 204 

0.034), B1 3-7 (2.2 folds P = 0.028), and B1>7 (2.7 folds P = 0.018) showed a higher level of 205 

miR-30b-5p than group A. No differences were found in the amount of miR-1-3p (Figs 1A and 206 

D) and miR-128-3p (Figs 1C and F). The age proved not to be correlated with the expression 207 

of the analyzed miRNAs, neither in the entire population nor in each age class (P > 0.05). 208 

 209 

Fig 1. Expression levels of miR-1-3p, miR-30b-5p, and miR-128-3p between groups. 210 

Expression levels of the three miRNAs between groups A and B1 (Figs 1A-C, respectively), 211 

and between A and B1 divided according to age at MMVD diagnosis (Figs 1D-F, respectively). 212 

miR-30b-5p increased 2.4 folds (P < 0.05) in group B1 compared to A (Fig 1B). Splitting group 213 

B1 according to the age of dogs, the expression of miR-30b-5p remained significantly higher 214 

(Fig 1E). Group B1<3 (2.3 folds, P = 0.034), B1 3-7 (2.2 folds, P = 0.028), and B1>7 (2.7 folds, 215 

P = 0.018) expressed a higher level of miR-30b-5p than group A. No differences were found in 216 

the amount of miR-1-3p (Figs 1A and 1D) and miR-128-3p (Figs 1C and 1F). 217 

 218 
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Diagnostic performance of miR-30b-5p discriminating between 219 

MMVD-affected and healthy dogs 220 

To evaluate the diagnostic value of miR-30b-5p in plasma, ROC curve analysis was 221 

performed, and the associated AUC was used to confirm the diagnostic potency. Cut-off points 222 

were set to maximize the sum of sensitivity and specificity. The ability of miR-30b-5p to 223 

separate the tested samples into healthy (stage A) or MMVD-affected (stage B1) was defined 224 

as “diagnostic accuracy” and was measured by the area under the curve (AUC). miR-30b-5p 225 

proved to be efficient in discriminating between groups A and B1 (AUC = 0.79; 95% CI 0.65-226 

0.93) (Fig 2A). Even after dividing group B1 according to age, it could efficiently discriminate 227 

between group A and group B1<3 (AUC = 0.78; 95% CI 0.60-0.96) and group A and group B1 228 

3-7 (AUC = 0.78; 95% CI 0.60-0.96) (Figs 2B and 2C, respectively), but in particular it proved 229 

to be really effective in discriminating group A from B1>7 (AUC = 0.82; 95% CI 0.65-0.99) 230 

(Fig 2D) (Table 2). Thus, miR-30b-5p can discriminate between healthy (stage A) and 231 

asymptomatic MMVD-affected dogs (stage B1). 232 

 233 

Fig 2. ROC curves for miR-30b-5p. Discrimination capacity between group A and group B1 234 

(Fig 2A), group A and group B1<3 (Fig 2B), group A and group B1 3-7 (Fig 2C), and group A 235 

and B1>7 (Fig 2D). miR-30b-5p can discriminate between healthy and asymptomatic MMVD-236 

affected dogs. 237 

 238 

Table 2. Area under the curve (95% confidence interval), cut off values, and sensitivity 239 

and specificity of miR-30b-5p in CKCSs’ plasma. 240 

 AUC 95% CI P value Cut off Se-Sp 

A vs B1 0.793 0.653-0.933 > 0.0001 3.98 0.759-0.800 
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A vs B1<3 0.780 0.603-0.957 0.0019 4.52 0.800-0.700 

A vs B1 3-7 0.780 0.600-0.959 0.0023 4.37 0.800-0.700 

A vs B1>7 0.822 0.655-0.989   0.0002 4.37     0.800-0.889 

AUC = area under the ROC curve; CI = confidence interval; Se = sensitivity; Sp = specificity. 241 

Discussion  242 

The present study reported the relationship between the abundance of circulating miR-243 

30b-5p and the presence of MMVD, a disease often associated with congestive heart failure 244 

(CHF), even in young CKCSs. Our results showed that miR-30b-5p is significantly upregulated 245 

in asymptomatic MMVD-affected CKCSs (ACVIM stage B1 without cardiac remodeling, or 246 

with remodeling changes not severe enough to meet the current guidelines criteria for ACVIM 247 

class B2) compared to healthy (ACVIM stage A) dogs. We further demonstrated that miR-30b-248 

5p upregulation is also detectable in young dogs (age <3, ranging from 6 months to 2.4 years), 249 

even in MMVD-affected subjects without audible heart murmurs.  250 

Yang and colleagues investigated the cargo of exosomes purified from the plasma of MMVD-251 

affected dogs using an array-based approach, demonstrating that when the False Discovery Rate 252 

(FDR) was set at 20%, 78 miRNAs were dysregulated, while with an FDR at 10% no 253 

differences were pointed out in either the exosome miRNAs or the whole plasma [25]. Another 254 

study, including old dogs (ranging from 8.2 to 13.8 years) with CHF secondary to MMVD 255 

(ACVIM stage C), reported that 326 miRNAs were differently modulated comparing healthy 256 

(ACVIM stage A) to CHF-affected dogs (ACVIM stage C); the validation step, performed by 257 

RT-qPCR, demonstrated the upregulation of miR-133, miR-1, let-7e, and miR-125, and the 258 

downregulation of miR-30c, miR-128, miR-142, and miR-423 [28]. Although the study focused 259 

on a group of animals affected by a severe disease with clinically detectable signs, the results 260 

appeared worthy to be further investigated even in younger patients, prompting us to include 261 
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miR-1 and miR-128 in the present study. Based on other results previously reported [40] of a 262 

study that also included old dogs (range, 10.17 ± 3.36 years), we identified miR-30b-5p as a 263 

potential marker to be further investigated in a younger cohort of MMVD-affected CKCSs of 264 

ACVIM stage B1. 265 

Since the molecular background of MMVD is not fully elucidated yet, identifying any specific 266 

markers (prognostic and/or therapeutic) would be of great clinical value for recognizing 267 

asymptomatic patients, especially at a young age. The diagnosis of MMVD is based on the 268 

echocardiographic evaluation of the mitral valve and its leaflets’ thickness, which sometimes 269 

is hard to quantify since mildly-affected valves work adequately, and the lesions apparently 270 

don’t affect hemodynamic, given the absence of cardiac remodeling and clinical signs. 271 

Myxomatous mitral valve disease is age-related, and the prevalence in old small-breed dogs is 272 

up to 100%, particularly in chondrodystrophic breeds such as Cocker Spaniels, Dachshunds, 273 

and Beagles. CKCSs are more susceptible to develop CHF due to MMVD at a younger age than 274 

other breeds [42]. Thus, especially in susceptible breeds such as the CKCS, MMVD occurs at 275 

a very young age and progresses over time in different and unpredictable grades. MMVD 276 

development is regarded as a hereditary character in this breed and has been associated with a 277 

multi-factorial polygenic transmission mode: therefore, several genes are involved, and a 278 

defined threshold of expression must be reached before the disease occurs [2,5,7].  279 

Although miRNAs are currently intensively investigated in human medicine because of their 280 

diagnostic potential in many different conditions, there are only a few reports related to 281 

circulating miRNAs studies in dogs affected by MMVD, and no study about the early diagnosis 282 

of this disease in a predisposed breed such as the CKCS.  283 

This study identified a biomarker that may have an impact in both implementing preventing 284 

programs through genetic selection and in clinical practice. These results confirm that in 285 

CKCSs, as already demonstrated in humans, there is a differential expression of miRNAs, 286 
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suggesting that their expression profiles are distinct for dogs with MMVD compared to healthy 287 

dogs. We demonstrated that miR-30b-5p could discriminate among ACVIM stage A CKCSs 288 

and ACVIM stage B1 CKCSs younger than 3 years, without heart murmurs, without clinical 289 

signs, but with an echocardiographic diagnosis of MMVD. Our results disagree with the 290 

previously reported findings on Dachshunds [40], that demonstrated that miR-30b decreased in 291 

the plasma of ACVIM stage B subjects compared with ACVIM stage A. This contraddictory 292 

result could be explained firstly by the different enrolment strategy (the previous study 293 

considered all ACVIM B dogs without distinguishing B1 from B2), and secondly by the 294 

different ages of enrolled patients; the present investigation focused mainly on young dogs (33 295 

out of 44 dogs were younger than 4 years), while the previous study only considered old dogs 296 

(range, 10.17 ± 3.36 years) [40]. Furthermore, the miR-30 family is abundantly expressed in 297 

the heart and its decrease is strictly related to several heart diseases that result in ventricular 298 

remodeling [43]. The dogs enrolled in our study did not have ventricular remodeling yet, but 299 

only slightly affected valves. Since the miR-30 family exerts antiapoptotic and anti-300 

inflammatory activities [44,45], we hypothesized that the expression of miR-30b may increase 301 

during the early stage of MMVD in young CKCSs to protect the cardiomyocytes from 302 

inflammation and apoptosis and oppose to the ventricular valves remodeling.  303 

The identification of dogs with early asymptomatic MMVD through the evaluation of miR-304 

30b-5p could help the clinicians and the breeders to better focalized screening programs in this 305 

breed and to better select the breeders. Patients with these characteristics should then be 306 

subjected to a closer follow-up. For these reasons, miRNAs may be candidates as novel 307 

biomarkers and may provide the basis for further investigations, in order to assess the follow-308 

up and characterize the evolution of the disease in the CKCS [46].  309 

This study presents some limitations. The utility of circulating miRNAs as biomarkers of many 310 

diseases has attracted considerable attention over recent years. However, it is also worth 311 
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pointing out that the clinical application of miRNAs as biomarkers is still limited. One of the 312 

most significant obstacles is the difficulty concerning the normalization of circulating miRNAs. 313 

Spiked in synthetic miRNAs are widely used to normalize serum and plasma miRNAs 314 

expression, but this approach does not include the effects of pre-analytic variables on circulating 315 

miRNAs measurement [47,48]. On the other hand, endogenous miRNAs might be considered 316 

good reference miRNAs, since their expression is affected by the same variables as the targeted 317 

miRNAs. A universally accepted normalization strategy is still lacking. The two main strategies 318 

involve the identification of stably expressed reference miRNA previously reported in the 319 

literature, or, if miRNA profile has been performed by micro-array or sequencing technologies, 320 

the calculation of the global mean expression value of all expressed miRs in a given sample 321 

[49]. Thus, the selection of different normalization strategies may affect miRNA quantification 322 

and divergence between studies. We used miR-16 as a reference based on previously reported 323 

data, being aware that this is one of the many methods that could be used [40,50]. The 324 

difficulties associated with hemolysis and platelet contamination of plasma samples are also 325 

significant, but it is conceivable that this issue can be mitigated by reducing the degree of red 326 

blood cell and platelet-derived miRNA contamination with adequate centrifugation and plasma 327 

collection [51]. Other limitations of this study include the small sample size, which should be 328 

implemented, and the need for a large validation group. 329 

Conclusions 330 

The present results lay the basis for a breeding program that will help the CKCS’ 331 

breeders in their targeted selection to obtain healthier subjects with a reasonable life expectancy. 332 

At the same time, highlighting the risk of the development of the disease at an earlier stage will 333 

favour a preventive screening and a mitigating therapeutical approach. 334 

To that end, the identification of early biomarkers for premature MMVD would be a helpful 335 

addition. 336 
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